whether additional activation reflects difficulties in perception or merely increased task demands.
Two further functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have explored changes in neural responses to noise-vocoded speech under conditions that include perceptual learning. Giraud et al. (2004) compared fMRI responses to a set of vocoded sentences before and after participants were taught to perceive them correctly. They found that left inferior frontal gyrus (Broca's area) responded significantly more to noise-vocoded speech after training, perhaps reflecting additional resources engaged in ''auditory search'' for comprehension. However, their preand posttraining comparisons did not include comparison of clear and degraded speech before and after training, and it is hence unclear whether the response to degraded speech changed or whether participants simply attended more closely to the degraded stimuli after training. Condition-specific differences in the degree to which participants attend to certain stimuli are particularly likely since this was a blocked design in which the same type of stimulus was presented for 30 seconds at a time.
A better-controlled fMRI study of training effects for vocoded sentences was reported by Eisner, McGettigan, Faulkner, Rosen, and Scott (2010) . They presented listeners with potentially comprehensible noise-vocoded and incomprehensible (spectrally inverted) noise-vocoded sentences. They showed differences in activity evoked by these two forms of vocoded speech in the left inferior frontal and superior temporal gyri. The difference in inferior frontal activity between the potentially comprehensible and the incomprehensible stimuli was correlated (across participants) with the degree of improvement in report scores seen over the course of the experiment. However, from this result alone it is unclear whether the change in frontal activity is directly associated with perceptual learning*it may equally stem from the downstream effects of increased intelligibility (e.g., interpreting longer strings of words and the associated increases in semantic and syntactic processing). Those participants that perceive vocoded speech more successfully will have more opportunity to process sentence-level syntax and meaning, both of which have previously been associated with inferior frontal gyrus activity (e.g., Friederici, 2002; Friederici, Opitz, & von Cramon, 2000; Hagoort, 2005; Hagoort & Van Berkum, 2007; Rodd, Davis, & Johnsrude, 2005; Tettamanti et al., 2009 ). Eisner and colleagues (2010) also report a connectivity analysis, in which they find increased coupling between left inferior frontal gyrus and angular gyrus for learnable vs. unlearnable degraded sentences. They suggest this relates to the mapping of written feedback onto learnable, but not unlearnable, degraded sentences.
In this study, we used a contrast that assessed the neural basis of the effortful perception of degraded speech while excluding task effects and sentence level processes. Instead of using sentences (as employed by Davis & Johnsrude, 2003; Eisner et al., 2010; Giraud et al., 2004) we use single spoken words, in an event-related fMRI paradigm using a nonspeech target detection task. We are particularly interested in assessing additional activation associated with listening to vocoded speech compared to clear speech*a neural correlate of listening effort similar to that assessed by Davis and Johnsrude (2003) . By comparing responses to noise-vocoded and clearly spoken words during monitoring for nonspeech targets, we can be confident that activation differences between the two conditions are not due to task performance, since the monitoring task is the same regardless of stimulus type. Furthermore, there is no requirement to engage in higher-level sentence processing or make an overt behavioural response on critical trials. One potential source of higher-level information does remain, however, and that is the phonological and lexical structure of the familiar English words that are presented.
A further goal of the present study is to investigate the neural changes that underpin listeners' improved comprehension of degraded speech after exposure, by comparing pre and posttraining functional responses to degraded speech. To achieve this, we employed a multi-stage design to (1) image the brain's responses to degraded speech; (2) monitor listeners' performance; (3) train them to understand noisevocoded words to a reasonable level of proficiency within a single fMRI experiment before; and (4) re-examining cerebral responses to noise-vocoded words. By interleaving the training and assessment sessions with test sessions, we can assess functional changes to the brain's response to degraded speech as performance improves.
Recent behavioural studies Hervais-Adelman et al., 2008) have demonstrated the importance of feedback for rapid perceptual learning of noisevocoded speech. In the present study, we will assess neural activity associated with a feedback presentation that facilitates perceptual learning. This contrast can help further our understanding of the neural mechanisms driving perceptual learning of vocoded speech.
Although in the present article we focus on training using clear auditory feedback, which cannot be used to train postlingually deafened cochlear implant users, Davis and colleagues (2005) demonstrated that written feedback is as effective as auditory feedback, and the efficacy of written feedback has been demonstrated for rehabilitating recently implanted cochlear implant (CI) users (Stacey et al., 2010) . The training method we choose to apply involves providing listeners with a clear instance of a word, followed by its noise-vocoded equivalent. It has been shown that prior access to the identity of a vocoded word produces a perceptual experience of enhanced clarity of the degraded token. This experience of perceptual ''pop-out'' has been linked to enhanced rates of perceptual learning in previous investigations into training on noise-vocoded speech (e.g., Davis et al., 2005; Hervais-Adelman et al., 2008) . Although the previous studies used triplets in which the first stimulus was always a distorted probe, for the sake of brevity we elected to use only pairs of stimuli. We choose to compare paired presentations of clear-then-distorted (CD) words with distorted-then-clear (DC), clear-then-clear (CC), and distorted-then-distorted (DD) in order to seek any neural responses unique to the CD pairs, while controlling for the potential confounds of having pairs of stimuli differing in clarity, possible effects of priming and any potential effects of the ordering of the members of pairs. As we will review in a later section, existing evidence demonstrates a clear superiority of CD vs. DC pairs in supporting learning. This comparison of conditions that do and do not produce pop-out, therefore, reveals processes that are likely to contribute to perceptual learning. Although the relative effectiveness for perceptual learning of noise vocoded (NV) speech has not been previously assessed, this study lays the groundwork for further investigation of the potential neural drivers of perceptual learning in conditions that induce perceptual pop-out.
METHODS

Participants
Fifteen adults (10 female, aged 18Á35 years, right-handed native speakers of British English, without hearing problems or dyslexia) took part. (Baayen, Piepenbrook, & Gulikers, 1995) . These words were recorded directly to.wav files by a male native speaker of Southern British English, at 16 bits and a 44.1 kHz sampling rate. Recordings were padded with silence (such that all sound files were 1 second long), noise or pulse-train vocoded (described below), and pre-emphasised to compensate for the uneven frequency response of the pneumatic headphone system in the MRI scanner.
Critical words in the test and training blocks were six-band noise-vocoded words (NV6 words) using the procedure described by Shannon and colleagues (1995) implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The words were filtered into six logarithmically spaced frequency bands from 50 to 5000 Hz (based on Greenwood, 1990) . Pass bands were 3 dB down at 50, 200, 456, 889, 1626, 2876 , and 5000 Hz with a 16 dB/octave roll-off. The amplitude envelope from each band was extracted by half-wave rectification and removal of pitch-synchronous oscillations above 30 Hz with a 2nd-order Butterworth filter. The resulting envelopes were multiplied with broadband noise which was then band-pass filtered in the same frequency ranges as the source. A similar procedure was used to create unintelligible, one-band noise-vocoded words (NV1 words), using an amplitude envelope extracted for one frequency band, between 50 and 5000Hz. Whereas NV6 words are potentially comprehensible, especially after a period of exposure with feedback (cf. the training methodology employed in Davis et al., 2005; and Hervais-Adelman et al., 2008) , NV1 words remain entirely unintelligible, even after considerable exposure and training. Although NV1 words are less acoustically complex than NV6 words we chose this as a control condition since informal listening suggested that other, more complex stimuli such as ''spectrally rotated'' words can still contain phonological information and hence might evoke some attempt at understanding, even if such stimuli cannot be readily identified. The primary purpose of the NV1 stimuli was to provide a low-level, unintelligible baseline and assistance in interpreting the comparison of NV6 and clear words.
In addition to NV1 words, a set of 12 words were one-band vocoded using a 70 pulse-per second harmonic complex as the carrier signal, yielding unintelligible signals with a distinct, buzzy timbre (cf. Deeks & Carlyon, 2004; Hervais-Adelman, Davis, Johnsrude, Taylor, & Carlyon, 2011) . Listeners were asked to respond with a button press whenever they heard these buzzy sounds during scanning, ensuring that participants remained awake and attentive throughout the scanning sessions. Words were randomly allocated to different conditions in the test and training blocks for each participant, ensuring that stimulus-specific characteristics did not make a contribution to the effects observed over all listeners. Each word was presented only once to each participant, with the exception of the unintelligible words in the NV1 condition which were also randomly allocated to other conditions.
PROCEDURE
The experiment was divided into eight blocks (see Figure 1) , with three types of task. Blocks 1, 4, and 7 were ''fMRI test runs'' in which listeners monitored for buzzy sound targets; Blocks 2, 5, and 8 were ''behavioural test sessions'', in which listeners repeated words, and Blocks 3 and 6 were ''training runs'' in which listeners again performed the BRAIN RESPONSES TO DEGRADED SPEECH 1149 buzzy-target detection task. Before beginning the experiment, participants were played examples of each of the kinds of stimuli that they were to be presented with, and the levels adjusted so that stimuli were audible and at a comfortable level. These were played until listeners were satisfied that they could tell the difference between NV1 and the buzzy target stimuli. Scanning was carried out using a Siemens 3T Tim Trio MR system. Echo-planar imaging (EPI) volumes comprised 21 4-mm thick slices (interslice distance 1 mm, matrix size 64)64, in-plane resolution 3)3 mm, TR 02,500 ms or 3,500 ms, respectively for test and training blocks, TA 01,300 ms, TE 030 ms, flip angle 0 788). The slices were transverse-oblique, angled away from the eyeballs to avoid ghost artefacts from eye movements. Acquisitions covered the majority of the brain, but missed the superior aspect of the parietal lobe in participants with larger brains. A T1-weighted structural scan was acquired for each subject using a threedimensional MPRAGE sequence (TR 02,250 ms; TE 0 2.99 ms; flip angle 0 98; field of view 0256)240)160 mm; matrix size 0 256)240 )160 mm; spatial resolution 01)1 )1 mm).
fMRI test blocks
These blocks were designed to measure the brain's response to clear speech, comprehensible noise-vocoded speech and incomprehensible noise-vocoded speech in naïve listeners (Block 1), after some training (Block 4), and after more training (Block 7). Listeners were instructed to listen to the stimuli presented over the headphones, monitor them for ''buzzy'' sounds (one-band pulse-train-vocoded words), and to press a button on the button box each time they heard one of these. A fastsparse imaging design was used (cf. Orfanidou, Marslen-Wilson, & Davis, 2006) such that stimuli were presented in the 1.2 second silent intervals between 1.3 second scans, to minimise scanner-noise interference (Edmister, Talavage, Ledden, & Weisskoff, 1999; Hall et al., 1999) . Each of the blocks consisted of 50 clear words, 50 NV1 words, 50 NV6 words, 50 silent trials and all 12 target stimuli, resulting in a total of 215 scans per block. Stimuli were presented in a fully randomised order (see Figure 2a for an illustration of the timeline of stimulus presentation and scanning). The words used as NV1 stimuli were re-used in other conditions, as they were incomprehensible and unrecognisable, thus a total of 300 different words were used over the three test blocks.
Behavioural test blocks
Comprehension of NV speech was assessed before and after the first training block (i.e., in Blocks 2 and 5) and at the end of the experiment (Block 8) by presenting listeners with the 50 NV6 words from the preceding fMRI test block in a newly randomised order and asking them to repeat the words if they were able to or to say ''don't know'' if they were unable to even guess the word's identity. Each word was preceded by a warning tone, and listeners had 5 seconds after each word in which to make a response. Participants were not scanned during these sessions, as head movements during speech production could have contaminated concurrent fMRI data. A total of 266 scans were acquired, with a TR of 3.5 seconds. Stimulus pairs were presented in the 2.2 seconds period between 1.3 second scans: a slightly longer silent interval between successive scans was required for these blocks compared to the ''test'' blocks to permit the presentation of a pair of stimuli at a time.
Behavioural studies of the perception of vocoded sentences have shown that CD feedback presentations provide more effective training than DC pairs or a single additional distorted presentation. For isolated words, the difference between CD and DC presentation is even more pronounced. Hervais-Adelman et al. (2008) showed only limited learning with DC feedback. In both these studies participants first heard a distorted instance of the stimulus, which they were asked to report (i.e., presentation was distorted-clear-distorted (DCD) or distorteddistorted-clear (DDC) with initial presentation used to provide behavioural scores). Since this initial presentation of a stimulus occurred in all conditions, the differential efficacy of the presentation conditions can only be due to the different feedback provided after report. Furthermore, in other work we have observed that exposure to a series of 180 noise-vocoded words without feedback produced no significant improvements in free-report scores (Hervais-Adelman, 2007) . Therefore, we can assume that DD word pairs would also produce markedly less perceptual learning. These blocks served the dual function of training volunteers and enabling us to seek characteristic neural responses to effective (CD) over less effective (DC, DD, CC) training stimuli. To ensure attention, participants were asked to monitor for occasional pairs of buzzy target stimuli (12 pairs per session).
Instructions, stimulus presentation and response collection
Participants were informed before the beginning of the experiment of all the stages they would encounter*i.e., runs involving single or paired presentation of syllables, as well as periods in which they would be required to repeat aloud. Participants were also informed that the stimuli they would hear would be a series of comprehensible or 
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incomprehensible English words and presented with examples of each of these, along with example target stimuli. Auditory stimuli were presented through a pair of Etymotic Research (Etymotic Research Inc., Elk Grove Village, IL, USA) ER3A insert pneumatic earphones. Listeners were fitted with ear defenders over the earphones to attenuate the noise of the scanner.
The responses for the task of listening for target stimuli were made by pressing the index-finger button of a proprietary MR-compatible four-button box, using the right hand. Response times and accuracy were automatically recorded on computer. In the behavioural test runs, listeners' responses were spoken aloud and were made into an FOMRI (Fibre Optical Microphone for MRI Communication) dual-channel MRcompatible optical microphone (Opto-Acoustics Ltd, Or-Yehuda, Israel), and recorded directly to hard-disk. The accuracy of these responses was assessed later, and responses were scored correct if listeners had repeated the test word exactly.
Data preprocessing and analysis
Data were preprocessed and analysed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Prior to analysis, all images were corrected for motion by realigning them with respect to the first image. They were also ''unwarped'' to correct for geometric image distortions resulting from interactions between subject head movement and magnetic field inhomogeneities. The mean of the realigned and unwarped images was coregistered with the structural T1 volume, which was then spatially normalised to a standard template. The same spatial transformation was applied to the realigned EPI volumes. Finally, the normalised images were smoothed with a 10 mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel suitable for random-effects analysis (Xiong et al., 2000) . Analysis of the EPI images acquired from the test and training sessions was performed separately, since they had different TRs.
Test sessions
Data from each subject were entered into a general linear model using an eventrelated analysis procedure (Josephs & Henson, 1999) . Six event types were modelled for each session: these were the three conditions (Clear, NV1, NV6), responses to target trials divided into hits and misses, and false alarms. Null events (silent trials) were left unmodelled (Josephs & Henson, 1999) . Each event was modelled using the canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF) in SPM8. Our analysis focused primarily on responses to noise-vocoded and clear-speech trials without overt behavioural response. Movement parameters estimated at the realignment stage of preprocessing were added as regressors of no interest. A high-pass filter (cutoff 128 seconds) and AR1 correction for serial autocorrelation were applied.
Analysis of group data was achieved by entering contrasts of parameter estimates from single-subject models into random-effects analyses (T-tests), comparing differences of parameter estimates over subjects to zero. In addition to these analyses, an analysis of variance was conducted to test for a main effect of condition in the fMRI test runs as well as any condition-by-session interaction (cf. Henson & Penny, 2005) .
Training sessions
The data from each subject were entered into a general linear model, using an event-related analysis procedure. Seven event types were modelled for each session:
CC, CD, DC, and DD stimuli alongside three categories of response to the buzz target stimuli (hit, miss, false alarm). Null events were left unmodelled as in the test sessions. Due to the longer duration of the stimuli and increased TR, model inspection revealed a comparatively poor fit for SPM's canonical HRF. We, therefore, modelled the events using a finite impulse response (FIR) model, with three time bins. This model enabled us to examine the activation attributable to each stimulus type over the subsequent 3 scans. Movement parameters were added as regressors of no interest, and a high-pass filter (cutoff 128 seconds) and AR1 correction for serial autocorrelation were applied. Group random-effects analyses were assembled from the contrasts of parameter estimates for the CC, CD, DC, and DD conditions, for each of the three time bins of the single-subject FIR model, collapsed over both training sessions. The data were then amenable to an analysis of variance in which the four conditions were modelled as two crossed factors, each with two levels (first stimulus clear or degraded; second stimulus clear or degraded).
RESULTS
Behavioural tests
All participants tested were successful in detecting the occasional buzz targets in the test and training scanning runs and withholding button presses for clear or noisevocoded words (mean d? 03.59, SE 00.023). Word report scores from the repetition task showed a significant improvement in performance from Test 1 to Test 3, F(2, 28) 027.085, p B.001, h 2 00.659, indicating that the training blocks produced effective learning of NV6 speech. These behavioural results are shown in Figure 3 . 
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Test sessions
Our analysis of neural activity focused on two components of the network involved in speech perception: one network that is involved in comprehension of speech generally, which will be tested by comparing activations relating to Clear stimuli with activations related to NV1 stimuli (NV6 stimuli would also be expected to activate these areas to the extent that they are also comprehensible). The second network we expect to be activated additionally for NV6 compared to clear speech and can be thought of as being involved in the additional ''effort'' of processing degraded speech. All the results discussed below are significant at an uncorrected p B.001 at the voxel level, with a cluster extent threshold of 100 voxels, and a family-wise error corrected cluster-level significance of p B.05.
Comprehension network
We examined the contrast between clear and NV1 speech to locate brain regions involved in comprehending clear speech, while controlling for the presence and processing of a relatively complex acoustic signal. The contrast is presented in Figure 4 . The peak activations are shown in Table 1 . Significant activations are found extending along most of the length of the left superior temporal sulcus and left superior temporal gyrus, along the right superior temporal gyrus, in the left fusiform gyrus and the left hippocampus, extending to the posterior amygdala. The activations in these areas were not unique to the clear speech stimuli, as can be seen in the plots of parameter estimates shown in Figure 4 . The response of these regions was elevated relative to NV1 stimuli for NV6 as well as for clear speech.
Effort network
Additional activation due to hearing potentially intelligible, degraded speech is shown by the contrast between NV6 and Clear speech. This showed additional activation for NV6 words in left precentral gyrus (motor cortex), as part of a cluster extending into left inferior frontal gyrus (frontal operculum), and the left and right anterior insulae.
To rule out the possibility that the observed activity could have been due to the button-pressing component of the task, we compared neural activation in trials when participants successfully identified target stimuli (by a button-press) with NV1 stimuli and applied this activation map (thresholded at uncorrected p B.001) as an exclusive mask to the analysis of NV6 vs. Clear stimuli. This mask included the right anterior insula region in which NV6 vs. Clear differences were observed. Differences in activation in this region will, therefore, not be discussed. The exclusively-masked results are presented in Figure 4 and Table 2 . The plots of parameter estimates included in Figure 4 show that these areas respond to NV6 more than clear speech and NV1. This profile suggests a response that is enhanced during the processing of potentially comprehensible degraded speech.
Neural responses related to changes in perceptual report
To test for changes in activation over the three test sessions we submitted singlecondition parameter estimates to a 3-by-3 analysis of variance (ANOVA) assessing the differential effect of the three listening conditions (Clear, NV1, and NV6 speech) and 3 scanning sessions (fMRI Test runs 1, 2, and 3) using methods described by Henson and Penny (2005) . There was no significant main effect of session. The main effect of 1154 HERVAIS-ADELMAN ET AL.
condition (Clear, NV6, NV1) reveals areas where different conditions produced significantly different activations (described above). The condition-by-session interaction was nonsignificant. Despite the highly reliable changes in report score observed over the three scanning runs, no brain area exhibited differential change in response to the three classes of stimuli (Clear, NV1, NV6) over the three test blocks of the experiment. Only voxels that are significant at uncorrected p B.0001 are shown, for clarity in this display. Colour scale represents uncorrected significance levels. Bar graphs show the parameter estimate for each condition at the peak voxels that reach whole-brain corrected significance in the circled regions (numerical labels correspond to the numbered peaks in Table 1 and 2), y-axes are parameter estimates of the fit of the canonical haemodynamic response plotted in arbitrary units. Error bars show SE of the mean, corrected for repeatedmeasures comparisons (after Loftus and Masson, 1994) .
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To ensure that the effects seen were not due to subjects becoming aware that they should attend more carefully to the NV6 stimuli, as they were later to be tested on them, we carried out an ANOVA comparing the magnitude of activation for NV6 and Clear conditions over the three test sessions, at the peak voxel of the NV6Clear contrast in the left precentral gyrus (MNI co-ordinates: Á40, 4, 26). This test shows no significant main effect of session, F(2, 28) 0 2.025, p 0.151, no significant condition-by-session interaction, F(2, 28) 0 1.37, p 0.271, and a significant main effect of condition, F(1, 28) 0 61.60, p B.001. We note therefore, that activation of left precentral gyrus for the contrast of NV6*Clear is apparent in the first scanning session before participants could have been aware that the NV6 items would be repeated in the behavioural assessment. The effect can thus not be attributed to the effects of deliberate attention being paid in order to enhance later recollection of stimuli.
To assess differences in activation that were related to changes in performance (i.e., the result of perceptual learning), activations due to NV6 stimuli in the final fMRI test Notes: All voxels are significant at uncorrected p B.0001. Activations marked with * are significant at the cluster level at FWE-corrected p B.05, those marked ** are significant at the voxel level at FWE-corrected p B.05. The table shows significant peaks and sub-peaks of clusters a minimum of 8 mm from each other. Numbers in square brackets refer to peaks whose activations are plotted in Figure 4 (marked in blue). Bold entries denote the peak voxel of each cluster. 4.14 24, 6, 14 3.98
Notes: All voxels are significant at uncorrected p B.0001. Activations marked with * are significant at the cluster level at FWE-corrected p B.05, those marked ** are significant at the voxel level at FWE-corrected p B.05. The table shows significant peaks and sub-peaks of clusters a minimum of 8 mm from each other. Numbers in square brackets refer to peaks whose activations are plotted in Figure 4 (marked in red). Bold entries denote the peak voxel of each cluster.
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session were contrasted with the activations elicited by NV6 stimuli in the first fMRI test session (Session 3 NV6 vs. Session 1 NV6). This produced no significant differences. Further analyses were carried out to seek any performance-related changes by using changes in performance as regressors for brain activity in individual participants. No brain areas were found in which activation was significantly correlated with changes in comprehension over the three test bocks, either for differences due to increased comprehension of NV6 stimuli (i.e., the NV6 minus NV1 contrast) or for listening effort (NV6 minus Clear speech) when an appropriate region of interest was used (defined by the main effect of condition, thresholded at uncorrected p B.001). Analyses in which correct/incorrect report for single trials of NV6 was included as a parametric modulator also yielded no significant results. Thus after detailed examination of the data, we found no changes in the fMRI response to the experimental stimuli at different points during perceptual learning of noisevocoded speech. It may be that perceptual changes were insufficient to modulate neural responses or that our between-session design lacked sensitivity to detect these changes.
Training sessions
Our primary goal in analysis of fMRI responses during the training sessions was to assess additional neural responses associated with Clear-then-Degraded (CD) word pairs, since these have been shown to enhance perceptual retuning Hervais-Adelman et al., 2008) . To do this we tested for an interaction between first and second stimulus type, equivalent to the contrast (CD-DD)Á(CC-DC). Significant interactions between first and second stimulus type (at FWE-corrected p B.05) are observed in the left precentral sulcus, extending onto the precentral gyrus and into the inferior frontal sulcus ( Figure 5 , Table 3 ). In order to rule out the possibility of this motor-region's differential response being related to the button-pressing task, we exclusively masked the activation map with the hits*NV1 contrast, as described in the analysis of the effort contrast. The precentral activation reported was nonoverlapping with this contrast. Since this interaction could arise due to a differential response to either CD or DC stimuli, we used post hoc analyses of these responses to explore the origin of this neural interaction, specifically looking for an increased response in CD (pop-out) trials compared to DC (non pop-out trials). As seen in the plot of the parameter estimates for each condition in each time bin of the FIR model, we see a specific increase in neural activity for CD stimuli in the left precentral sulcus in the third time bin, i.e., approximately 7 seconds after the offset of the pair of stimuli. This is confirmed by t-tests comparing CDÁDC for each of the peak voxels in each timebin; this contrast is only significant in the third time-bin in [T(14) 02.60, p B.05, sidak-corrected for multiple comparisons], and the effect is significantly larger in timebin 3 compared to time-bin 2. T(14) 0 2.11, p B.05. Although the exact timing of the neural response cannot be determined from fMRI data with such a long TR, these data show a late neural response specific to CD presentation. The magnitude of perceptual improvement in individual participants' word-report scores did not predict activity in this region.
DISCUSSION
In our study, listening to both clear speech and potentially comprehensible noisevocoded speech produced bilateral temporal-lobe activity extending from anterior to
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posterior regions of the superior and middle temporal gyri in comparison with unintelligible NV1 stimuli, similarly to existing neuroimaging studies comparing listening to speech and nonspeech (Mummery, Ashburner, Scott, & Wise, 1999; Rodd et al., 2005 ; see also Scott & Johnsrude, 2003) . Clear speech also activated the left fusiform gyrus and left Hippocampus more than NV1, consistent with existing studies of word comprehension (e.g., . The comparison of intelligible, clear spoken words contrasted with nonspeech noises highlights multiple temporal regions that contribute to speech comprehension under favourable listening conditions. Given that, in everyday life, the speech we hear is sometimes not clearly spoken or is heard in the presence of background noise or other forms of degradation, an important focus of the present research was to examine the neural correlates of increased listening effort associated with comprehension of degraded spoken words. Table 3 . Line plots show the parameter estimates of the conditions at a peak voxel in (1) the inferior frontal sulcus over the three analysed time bins of the FIR model. Error bars represent SE of the mean, corrected for between-subjects comparisons (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Notes: Interaction between first and second stimulus type, significant at uncorrected p B.001. Activations marked with * are significant at the cluster level at FWE-corrected p B.05. Bold entries denote the peak voxel of each cluster.
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The majority of functional imaging studies have assessed neural responses to intelligible speech by comparison with less intelligible control or baseline conditions (e.g., Crinion, Lambon-Ralph, Warburton, Howard, & Wise, 2003; Narain et al., 2003; Scott, Blank, Rosen, & Wise, 2000) . Such studies do not consider the possibility of additional neural processes associated with the effortful perception of distorted or degraded speech stimuli. Compared with listening to clear speech, we saw additional activity for potentially intelligible noise-vocoded words in a region extending from the precentral gyrus into the left frontal operculum. The pattern of activation suggests that in addition to recruiting the same temporal-lobe processing pathways as clear speech, potentially comprehensible noise-vocoded speech recruits alternative processing pathways involving premotor and prefrontal regions in the left hemisphere. The pars opercularis has been associated with nonword processing and phonological working memory (e.g., Poldrack et al., 1999) . We have previously suggested a role for phonological short-term memory in degraded speech perception and learning HervaisAdelman et al., 2008) . Eisner and colleagues (2010) found a similar region of left inferior frontal gyrus to be implicated in the perception of degraded sentences, and further that the response of this region to degraded words correlated, between participants, with perceptual improvements over the course of the study. The left inferior frontal gyrus has also been associated with many nonlinguistic functions such as task switching, (e.g., Derrfuss, Brass, von Cramon, Lohmann, & Amunts, 2009), working memory and pain perception (e.g., Yarkoni, Poldrack, Nichols, Van Essen, & Wager, 2011) , and hence evidently does not subserve a purely speech-motor function. However, increased activation in response to NV6 vs. clear speech is not confined to the left inferior frontal gyrus and extends into more posterior and medial regions that have been more specifically associated with articulatory functions.
The regions of precentral gyrus revealed by this contrast are situated in the inferior portion of the gyrus, proximal to and ventral to the junction of the inferior frontal sulcus and the precentral gyrus, consistent with the localisation of tongue-and mouthrelated regions of cortex found in many motor-cortical mapping studies (e.g., Grafton, Woods, Mazziotta, & Phelps, 1991; Lotze et al., 2000; Penfield & Boldrey, 1937) . Given this, we think it is reasonable to suggest that the activation of the precentral gyrus reported here is in a region that contributes to the control of speech articulation. However, we acknowledge that in the absence of an explicit articulatory movement localiser task this conclusion must remain tentative. Nonetheless, we believe that the cortical regions activated here are constituents of the dorsal auditory pathway, and the activations observed likely reflect a well established contribution of this pathway to mapping heard speech onto articulatory representations of speech (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Saur et al., 2008; Scott & Johnsrude, 2003) . We note again that these regions do not overlap with those involved in the button-press responses of the buzz-detection task.
The engagement of the left anterior insula by NV6 stimuli is greater than for either clear or NV1 stimuli. Although the anterior insula is often associated with the processing of disgust or other emotionally valent stimuli (Schienle et al., 2002) , it has also been shown to have very strong connections with the inferior frontal gyri (Jabbi & Keysers, 2008) and to contribute to speech production (Ackermann & Riecker, 2004; Borovsky, Saygin, Bates, & Dronkers, 2007) . For instance, it has been suggested that the insulae play a role in the control of vocal tract musculature (Ackermann & Riecker, 2004Ackermann & Riecker, 2010 Riecker, Ackermann, Wildgruber, Dogil, & Grodd, 2000) , and neuropsychological evidence associates lesions to the anterior insula with speech production deficits (Dronkers, 1996) . At the level of speech reception the anterior insula has been implicated in auditory processing deficits contributing to dyslexia (Steinbrink, Ackermann, Lachmann, & Riecker, 2009 ). We take this evidence to suggest a possible speech-motor role for the insula, bolstering the case for the involvement of a speech-motor circuit in the processing of challenging but comprehensible degraded speech stimuli.
Unlike previous studies, we can rule out the possibility that these precentral and inferior frontal activations are associated with performing overt tasks on degraded speech. For instance, Davis and Johnsrude (2003) found that regions of the left inferior frontal cortex and adjacent premotor and motor regions were activated when listeners rated the intelligibility of degraded speech of various types and various degrees. Although they suggested that the left inferior frontal and precentral gyri play a role in compensation for degraded speech input, task-specific contributions (i.e., rating speech intelligibility) could not be ruled out. Consistent with this, Binder and colleagues (2004) observed an increased response in the inferior frontal lobe and anterior insula for decisions made on spoken syllables presented in background noise. Increased difficulty of decision processes is therefore a plausible explanation of elevated frontal responses for degraded compared to clear speech in both these studies. No such decision-based explanation is likely for the present study. Participants were engaged in a passive monitoring task (listening for rare buzzy target stimuli) and made no explicit response in trials involved in the critical contrast. Despite the absence of an explicit task to be performed on either Clear or NV6 words, however, we see substantial additional activation of prefrontal and premotor regions for degraded speech*the conclusion we draw is that these regions are indeed involved in effortful perception of degraded speech.
Previous studies have shown similar activation of prefrontal and premotor regions in response to degraded speech. Giraud et al. (2004) reported additional posttraining activation for noise-vocoded speech in bilateral insula and inferior frontal gyrus. However, the critical comparison in this study was between 30-second-long blocks perceived as speech or nonspeech and hence differential responses might result from slow fluctuations in the degree to which participants attend to different stimuli. A similar observation of increased activation in ventral premotor cortex was seen during adaptation to time-compressed sentences (Adank & Devlin, 2010) , whereas Eisner and colleagues (2010) showed activation in inferior frontal gyrus associated with adaptation to noise-vocoded speech. However, in all these studies the critical contrast may activate frontal regions because of their contribution to syntactic and semantic processing of whole sentences (cf. Friederici, 2002; Friederici, Meyer, & von Cramon, 2000; Hagoort & Van Berkum, 2007; Heim, 2005; Rodd et al., 2005; Zekveld, Heslenfeld, Festen, & Schoonhoven, 2006) . As comprehension of degraded sentence improves, the amount of sentence-level processing occurring will also increase, this alone could explain the enhanced activation observed by Eisner and colleagues (2010) and by Giraud and colleagues (2004) in these frontal regions. No such explanation is plausible in the present event-related fMRI study. The single words that we presented will not engage sentence level processes even when they are fully intelligible. We, therefore, propose that the prefrontal, insular, and premotor activation that we observe is linked to processes recruited for the perception of degraded speech. We note that two other recent studies have similarly reported activation of precentral gyrus during perception of isolated words (Osnes, Hugdahl, & Specht, 2010; Tremblay & Small, 2011) . 
Motor-cortical responses to degraded speech
The motor theory of speech perception (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967; Liberman & Mattingly, 1985; Liberman & Whalen, 2000) proposes that the recognition of phonological units in speech is achieved by inferring the articulatory gestures of the speaker, and hence involves the recruitment of motoric processes. This theory is currently experiencing a revival of interest in response to mounting evidence from functional imaging (e.g., Pulvermuller et al., 2006; Wilson, Saygin, Sereno, & Iacoboni, 2004) and Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) (Fadiga, Craighero, Buccino, & Rizzolatti, 2002; K. E. Watkins, Strafella, & Paus, 2003) that motor regions are activated during speech perception. A study by K. E. Watkins and Paus (2004) combined TMS potentiation of motor activation with concurrent positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. It demonstrated that changes in the excitability of speech-motor areas in volunteers listening to speech were significantly correlated with the magnitude of speech-evoked activity in the posterior part of the left inferior frontal gyrus (Broca's area) and in inferior parietal regions; suggesting that these regions comprise a functional network; similar inferior frontal regions were activated in the present contrast of effortful versus effortless comprehension of spoken words.
Despite evidence for the activation of motor regions in speech perception, controversy remains concerning whether or not this activation implicates motor regions as a necessary component of the speech perception system (see Lotto, Hickok, & Holt, 2009; Scott, McGettigan, & Eisner, 2009) . It has been suggested that such motor activity is artefactual, and is not observed when comparisons are made with appropriately matched nonspeech stimuli, or not significant at a whole-brain corrected level (Scott et al., 2009) . Such criticisms cannot readily be applied to the results reported here. Indeed, the subtraction that reveals whole-brain corrected motor involvement involves additional activation for degraded compared to clear speech. A second criticism*that activation of motor regions is task-dependent and observed in situations that require subvocal rehearsal such as phonemic segmentation (Lotto et al., 2009 )*is also addressed by the present study. The critical comparison that activated motor regions here involved two conditions, both of which were perceived as speech, in the context of a passive monitoring task that did not require any form of overt or covert vocal response. We therefore argue that activation of motor regions in the present study automatically accompanies the perception of degraded speech, and is not an additional process that participants opt to perform due to the nature of a task. Thus, unlike in older instantiations of the motor theory that posited that all speech perception was via motoric representations, we hypothesise that such representations are only important when the input is degraded and purely acoustic forms of representation are perhaps insufficient to yield optimal intelligibility.
Since functional imaging data are by nature correlational, we cannot state with any certainty that motor recruitment plays a necessary functional role in speech perception. Such data can only come from studies of brain injured patients with impaired speech production (cf. Moineau, Dronkers, & Bates, 2005; Utman, Blumstein, & Sullivan, 2001 ), or from studies in which TMS is used to transiently interfere with neural processes in motor regions (D'Ausilio, 2007; Meister, Wilson, Deblieck, Wu, & Iacoboni, 2007; Mottonen & Watkins, 2009 ). We note with interest, however, that all these studies show modulation of perception of speech that has been degraded*either by artificial speech manipulations (D'Ausilio, 2007; Meister et al., 2007; Moineau et al., 2005) or by the use of phonemically ambiguous materials (Mottonen & Watkins, 2009; Utman et al., 2001) . These studies, therefore, converge with our fMRI work in suggesting that motor responses to speech are more likely of functional significance in listening situations in which the perception of speech is challenged by noise or phonetic ambiguity.
The exact function of premotor regions and anterior insula in speech perception remains to be established in future studies. However, on the basis of the present data, we propose that the effortful perception of noise-vocoded speech, and perhaps other forms of degraded speech also, is assisted by networks involving regions of the dorsal auditory pathway that decode speech using nonacoustic, articulatory templates. This accords well with the suggestion made by , Iacoboni (2008) , Poeppel and Monahan (2010) and others that these regions provide an internal simulation that helps to match degraded speech input to internal templates derived from a prototypical motor pattern. Just such a feedback process has been invoked to explain the perceptual learning of noise-vocoded speech (HervaisAdelman et al., 2008) , and the current functional imaging study therefore provides initial activation evidence for brain regions that contribute to this form of perceptual feedback.
Further evidence from the present study for a role of the dorsal auditory pathway in perceptual retuning comes from our observation that left precentral gyrus is specifically engaged by CD word pairs compared to otherwise matched presentations. The distorted item in these CD stimuli produce a distinct perceptual experience that speech is perceptually more clear (''pop-out'') that has been linked in a number of behavioural studies to enhanced perceptual learning HervaisAdelman et al., 2008) . A recent study by Wild, Davis, and Johnsrude (in press) examined the neural correlates of perceptual pop-out with vocoded speech, using printed feedback (cf. Davis et al., 2005) to induce the experience. They showed that conditions inducing pop-out produced significantly greater activation in the left precentral gyrus and precentral sulcus than conditions that did not, consistent with the present results.
One putative mechanism for enhanced learning using CD stimuli arises from hearing degraded speech when the identity of the degraded speech token is known. We propose that when hearing a degraded speech stimulus that has been preceded by presentation of equivalent clear speech listeners can generate a training or error signal that permits modifications of preceding levels of processing so as to produce more optimal perception of degraded input subsequently. An anonymous reviewer has pointed out that this argument is based on the association between pop-out and learning, based on previous work Hervais-Adelman et al., 2008) . At present, data do not exist to conclusively demonstrate a causal relationship between the magnitude of pop-out and more effective perceptual learning with the stimuli used in this study. In our work, we show a neural correlate of this form of supervisory feedback in the late onset of additional activation in the precentral gyrus. This result is consistent with our proposal that motor regions generate an error signal, which is used to direct retuning of lower levels of the speech perception system . The absence of any direct link between the magnitude of this response to CD stimuli and the observed behavioural improvement in perception is disappointing. However, we are hopeful that future research on the timing and connectivity of auditoryÁmotor interactions might reveal a more direct association between neural generators of pop-out and perceptual learning. 
CONCLUSION
The data presented earlier demonstrate that the human speech perception system recruits frontal regions (including the precentral gyrus and left anterior insula) as well as temporal lobe regions during comprehension of degraded speech. We propose that this involvement stems from the recruitment of articulatory representations of speech sounds or words, and that these can be used to help to identify the content of degraded speech. Furthermore, paired presentations that produce ''pop-out'' and enhance perceptual learning also increase activity in some of the same regions (precentral gyrus). Thus, we further propose that learning to comprehend degraded speech may be mediated by supervisory influences from the dorsal auditory pathway. Taken together, this evidence provides support for the view that perception of degraded speech can engage alternative, nonacoustic, representations of speech. We acknowledge that this remains a controversial view (Lotto et al., 2009; Scott et al., 2009 ). However, we believe that our data and other evidence reviewed here shows recruitment of precentral gyrus during speech perception and hence it is possible that links between auditory and articulatory representations may play some functional role in speech perception. Although older instantiations of the motor theory of speech perception made claims about the obligatory involvement of motor structures whenever speech is perceived, we suggest that our data are consistent with a more limited role, with these regions becoming involved specifically when speech is hard to understand. Further evidence, both from functional imaging, TMS and neuropsychology will be required, however, to show that the regions implicated here are necessarily recruited because of their motoric contribution. Nevertheless, this idea, that motor representations of speech can be used to enhance perception of degraded speech, merits further investigation for other forms of degraded speech and speech heard in adverse conditions.
